


The PAC RAC system of storage helps to organize
the many items needed for patient care. PAC
RACs are convenient and save time by reducing
clutter and managing the work area.
PAC RACs are sturdy steel construction and powder
coated to prevent rusting. The open basket styling

Glove Holders

Triple Glove Box Holder
Catalog #1093
Measures 11" wide, 13.5" high and
4.5" from wall. Easy slide-in design.
Rack can hold three different glove
size boxes with easy access to all
(accommodates 50 and 100 count
boxes). Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Quad Glove Box Holder
Catalog #1049
Measures 12" wide, 19" high and
5" from wall. Easy slide-in design.
Rack can hold four different glove
size boxes with easy access to
all (accommodates 50 and 100
count boxes). Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Single Glove Box Holder
Catalog #1094
Measures 11.25" wide, 4.75" high
and 4.25" from wall. Accommodates
50 and 100 count boxes. Packed 6
per case. Call for pricing

Double Glove Box Holder
Catalog #1091
Measures 10.5" wide, 9" high and
4.25" from wall. Easy slide-in design.
Rack can hold two different glove
size boxes with easy access to either
(accommodates 50 and 100 count
boxes). Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Multiple Glove Box Holder
Catalog #1050
Measures 11.5" wide, 23.25" high
and 5.5" from wall. Designed to hold
up to 3 glove boxes of various sizes
and shapes (accommodates 50 and
100 count boxes). Packed 6 per
case. Call for pricing

Multiple Glove Box Holder
shown accommodating
boxes in horizontal position,
preventing spillage and
waste.

Storage Systems

of these racks resist the collection of dust and
debris, an important feature for hospital applications.
All PAC RACs are an attractive almond color and
are offered in a wide variety of shapes and sizes to
fill most any requirement.

Samples are always available upon request!2



Bed Pan Holder
Catalog #1043
Measures 12.5" wide, 12.5" high and 5.75" from wall.
Designed to hold standard bed pan, with hooks on
either side to hang urine bottles. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Combo Bed Pan/Specimen Holder
Catalog #1054
Measures 12.5" wide, 12.5" high and 5.75" from wall.
Holds a standard bed pan, with hook on one side and
5.5" diameter ring on other side. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Uri Hat Holder
Catalog #1052
Measures 13.5" wide, 7" high and
2.25" from wall. Designed for wall
mount and storage of specimen meas-
uring pan in patient lavatory. Packed 6
per case.
Call for pricing

Horizontal Uri Hat Holder
Catalog #1053
Measures 8.5" wide, 2" high and 7.5" from
wall. This Rac configuration allows the
retention of urine for daily measurement
without tying up the toilet. Ideal for when
two patients requiring urine measure-
ment share a room. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Urinals and
bedpans often
wind up on
patient eating
surfaces creat-
ing unsanitary
conditions.

Using the
PAC RAC 1054
basket with
clamp system,
the bedpan
and/or urinal is
conveniently
stored off the
eating surface
within easy
patient reach.

A common
problem
found in
hospitals –
where Peace
Medical
PAC RACs
offer the
solution

Wash Basin Holder
Catalog #1055
Measures 14" wide, 4.75" high and 6"
from wall. Holds up to an 8 quart wash
basin. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Storage Systems
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Bracket for 1095
Catalog #1095C
Allows Nurse Call/TV
Remote Holder to be

fastened to wall.
Packed 12 per case.

Call for pricing

Bracket for 1062
Catalog #1062C

Allows Patient Phone Holder to
be fastened to wall. Packed 6
per case. Call for pricing

Nurse Call/TV Remote
Holder
Catalog #1095
Measures 3.5" wide, 5" high and
3.5" deep. Designed to hook over
bed rail, headboard or footboard,
this holder always puts the remote
within reach of the patient. Prevents
the tearing of call units from walls
when beds must be quickly moved
during emergencies. Packed 12 per
case. Call for pricing

Combination
Nurse Call/TV Remote
and Phone Holder
Catalog #1065
Measures 7.5" wide, 7" high and
3" deep. Easily hooks over bed
side rail providing quick access
to both nurse call and TV remote.
Prevents these devices from
falling between the matress and
rail or onto the floor. A great bed
organizer! Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Patient Phone Holder
Catalog #1062
Measures 3" wide, 6" high and 3"
from bed rail. Designed to hook
over bed rail, this holder puts the
phone within easy reach of the
patient. Prevents phone from
falling to floor. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Urinal/Bottle Holder
Catalog #1089
Wall Mount. Measures 5.5"
wide, 4.5" high and 6"
from wall. Holds urinals
and bottles of all types.
Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

The PAC RAC
1089M

Magnet Mount
Urinal/Bottle
Holder was

developed in
conjunction

with the Kaiser
Foundation

Hospital
System

Catalog #1089C
Clamp Mount

(Specify 2" or 3.5")
Call for pricing

Catalog #1089M
Magnet Mount

Call for pricing

Catalog #1089H
Hanging Bracket
Call for pricing

Storage Systems
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Patient Convenience



Pole Clamp Square Clamp

The PAC RAC Pole Clamping
system is easy to attach by
placing basket at desired height
and tightening thumbscrews.
No tools are required. Clamp
adjusts to fit 1/2 inch to 3 inch
diameter poles and is available
with all PAC RACs.

The Square Clamp system
allows easy fastening of
baskets to square or
rectangular shaped poles
from 11/2 inches to 31/2 inches
in width. Clamps can be
attached to most PAC RACs.

PAC RAC No. 1042 Basket
with pole clamp is shown
attached to an IV pole allow-
ing patients to carry personal
items while walking.

PAC RAC No. 1054 Combo
Bed Pan/Specimen Holder
with clamp is shown attached
to a patient table.

Clamp and Magnet systems
are available factory-installed

on most PAC RACs

Dramatically increase the stor-
age capacity of metal carts using
PAC RAC Magnets

A typical magnet attached PAC RAC
on one side of this cart is the 1090
Universal Precaution Combo Basket.

Another great place to add storage is
on the sides of file cabinets, two 1063
File/Binder Holders are shown here.

Magnet mounted PAC RACs provide sturdy, secure attachment
to metal surfaces yet allow quick removal and relocation.

PAC RAC Magnets
Catalog #1071M
Magnets are factory attached and are available for use on most
PAC RACs. Consult factory (Racs will require two to four magnets
depending on size). Call for pricing

Clamp Systems

PAC RAC Magnets

Storage Systems
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Outside patient rooms, File/Binder Holders (1063, pg. 9) are
attached to doors with a Multiple Glove Box Holder (1050,
pg. 2) on the wall between.

Three No. 1044 Multiple Binder Holders (pg. 9) are mounted
side by side on a wall. This design creates a central, secure
location for patient records. Binders store horizontally at
eye level for fast, easy retrieval – no more bending over
and straining neck to locate patient files.

A typical PAC RAC bathroom installation shows a Bed Pan
Combo Basket (1054, pg. 3), Double Glove Box Holder
(1091, pg. 2) and two Uri Hat Holders (1053, pg. 3).

General Purpose
Individual patient healthcare requires the use of a large
number of products, equipment and supplies. The PAC
RAC system provides a simple storage solution
throughout your facility.

Bed Organization
Use the PAC RAC system on a bed and keep personal
belongings and necessary care items within patient
reach, thus reducing the number of patient nurse calls.
The easy-on, easy-off design allows fast removal or
repositioning should emergency situations arise.

Samples are always available upon request!6
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Typical Uses

The 1043 Bed Pan Holder (pg. 3)
conveniently attaches to the footboard
of a patient bed.

The 1060 Whopper
Junior (pg. 7) is
shown attached to
the bed headboard.
This large basket is
great for holding
extra bed linens or
personal belongings
within patient’s
reach.

Attached to the bed side rail is
the 1089 Urinal/Bottle Holder
(pg. 4) showing another possible
placement for a PAC RAC.

Attached to a bed foot-
board is the 1063 File/
Binder Holder (pg. 9)
where patient records
can be kept close by.

Finally a place to put the nurse call/TV remote and phone together!
The 1065 Combination Nurse Call/TV Remote and Phone Holder
(pg. 4) fits on all bed rails, head and footboards. No more wrapping
wires around bed rails to prevent units from falling to floor or having
them ripped from wall during emergency bed movement.



Precaution Super
Catalog #1042
Measures 12.5" wide, 8.25" high and 8.5" from wall.
Multi-purpose basket. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

PrecautionWhopper Junior
Catalog #1060
Measures 18.25" wide, 8.5" high and 10" from wall.
Large capacity, multi-purpose basket. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Universal Precaution Basket
Catalog #1059
Measures 17.5" wide, 5" high and 7" from wall.
Shallow depth, multi-purpose basket. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

PAC RAC Standard
Catalog #1037
Measures 12" wide, 5.5" from wall, 7.5" high at wall and
4.75" high at front. The PAC RAC Standard has a 3.75"
diameter circular section at each end for holding humidi-
fiers, solution bottles and other round shaped items.
Packed 6 per case. Call for pricing

Universal Precaution

Storage Systems
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Universal Precaution Tray
Catalog #1058
Measures 21.5" wide, 4.25" high and 7.25" from wall.
Wide, multi-purpose basket. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing



Fast Snatcher
Catalog #1067
Measures 12" wide, 27.5"
high and 1.5" from wall.
Ideal for quick convenient
access to any variety of
patient care and emergency
items. Includes 25 clips (five
per row), designed to hold
sterile packaging firmly
without puncturing.
Packed 2 per case.
Call for pricing

Clip Rail
Catalog #1092
Measures 18" long and 1.5" from wall with 8
factory attached clips. Keeps your most often
used items and equipment easily accessible.
Packed 6 per case. Call for pricing

Universal Precaution
Combo Basket
Catalog #1090
Measures 15" wide, 20" high and 5.5"
from wall. Holds one or two glove boxes in
top section leaving lower section available
for universal precautions such as masks
and disposable gowns. Packed 2 per
case. Call for pricing

Blood Pressure
Cuff Holder
Catalog #1064
Measures 7" wide, 5" from wall, 6.5"
high at wall and 4.5" high at front.
This Rac was designed specifically
to store blood pressure cuffs within
sight and easy reach. Packed 6 per
case. Call for pricing

Lock Top Basket
Catalog #1066
Measures 8” wide, 5.25” high and
6.5” from wall. This basket features
a hinged top that can be secured
with any locking device to protect its
contents. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Universal Precaution

Storage Systems
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Multiple Binder
Holder
Catalog #1044
Measures 12.75" wide,
30" high and 6" from wall.
This unique storage rack
holds up to six patient
files horizontally, at eye
level , providing for quick
location and retrieval.
Packed 3 per case.
Call for pricing

File/Binder Holder
Catalog #1063
Measures 13" wide, 6" high and 4" from wall.
Accommodates file folders and/or binders.
Packed 6 per case. Call for pricing

X-Ray Holder
Catalog #1061
Measures 21" wide, 12" high and 3.5" from
wall. Designed with close grid to hold large
or small x-rays. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

Triple Shelf Binder
Catalog #1075
Measures 9" wide, 10.5" high
and 12" from wall. This rack stores binders
on the wall within easy reach. Convenient,
yet out of the way. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

File Organization

Storage Systems
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Typical Door Installations Typical Wall Installations

A typical double
GRIDIRON setup
shows the 1097
Suction Bottle
Holder, 1052 Uri Hat
Holder, 1091 Double
Glove Box Holder,
1054 Bed Pan
Combo, 1058 and
the Universal
Precaution Tray.

A typical single Gridiron wall setup shows the 1066 Lock Top
Basket, 1097 Suction Bottle Holder, 1063 File Folder Holder,
1064 Blood Pressure Cuff Holder, 1091 Double Glove Box
Holder, and uses three 1081 Gridiron Hangers.

A double grid setup shows the 1096 Bouffant Holder, 1091
Double Glove Box Holder, 1097 Suction Bottle Holder, 1098
All Purpose Shelf and the 1075 Triple Binder Shelf.

This single Gridiron
setup shows the
1094 Single Glove
Box, 1043 Bed Pan
Holder and the 1054
Bed Pan Combo.

Attach the Gridiron to doors, walls, desk sides, office dividers, cubicles and filing cabinets

GRIDIRON Total Rack System

Storage Systems

Samples are always available upon request!10

Our exclusive and unique Gridiron system has become
even more versatile! Newly available Door Hangers add
a new dimension to your storage capabilities. Now the
Gridiron can be attached to doors in bath rooms, clos-
ets and storerooms.
As before, the Gridiron system can be configured to
hold just about anything. Using the various PAC RAC

baskets and holders, you can create a “one-stop shop-
ping” station for all your supply needs.
Unlike other grid systems, Gridiron accessories snap
firmly into place, withstanding the rigors of routine
hospital use. As needs change, itʼs quick and easy to
reconfigure the Gridiron. The possibilities are endless –
just use your imagination!



GRIDIRON Hangers
Catalog #1081
Hangers extend 6" from Grid
when attached, snap-on securely,
yet are easy to remove and
relocate. Packed 6 per case.
Call for pricing

GRIDIRON
Basket Brackets
Catalog #1084
Using Basket brackets, a wide
variety of PAC RAC baskets can
be attached to the Gridiron.
Brackets come in sets of two
and can be factory attached to
baskets. Call for pricing

GRIDIRON Door Hangers
Catalog #1085
Required with Catalog No. 1080V
Gridiron Door Mounting.
Hangers come with rubber tipped
thumbscrews for adjustments to fit
doors or dividers up to 2" wide.
Sold by the pair. Call for pricing

GRIDIRON Grid
Catalog #1080
Basic to the system, the Grid is 36" wide by 12" high and
able to hold up to 75 lbs. The Grid can be mounted either
vertically or horizontally with four screws supplied. Multiple
Grids can be installed in any desired configuration.
Packed 1 per case. Call for pricing

GRIDIRON Grid – For Door Mounting
Catalog #1080V
The door mounted Gridiron is designed to mount vertically
only. The basic Gridiron Grid is fitted with a bottom plate
and Velcro strip connection to secure lower section of
Grid to door. Requires Catalog No. 1085 Door Hangers.
Packed 1 per case. Call for pricing

The 1089H Bottle
Holder is used as
an example of
how the Clips
and Hangers can
be utilized on a
PAC RAC.

Snap-On Clips
Catalog #1068A
Clips can be attached to any
basket and will not puncture
sterile packaging. 50 per
package. Call for pricing

Typical bed
attachment
using
Hangers.

All Purpose Hangers
Catalog #1073
Hanger has two height adjustments
and width adjustment from 1/2" to 2."
Securely hangs Racs from bed rails, head
and footboards, doors and dividers.
Can be factory attached to Racs for a
nominal charge. Call for pricing

Build Your GRIDIRON

PAC RAC Options & Accessories

Storage Systems
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Create a PAC RAC!
If you donʼt see what you
want inside, or have an
idea for a PAC RAC to
fulfill a particular need –
call and tell us about it
and weʼll build a prototype
free of charge!

PAC RAC Storage Systems

� All PAC RACs are constructed of powder coated steel
� PAC RACs resist collection of dust and debris
� All PAC RACs are guaranteed for life
� Custom colors are available on any large order

When ordering item quantities less than a single case amount, 10% will be added to single item cost. • F.O.B. Orange, NJ Rev. 10/08

Convenient and Orderly Storage for Health Care Supplies and Equipment

Samples are always available upon request!


